Ferns

These beautiful, decorative plants are available in a wide range of shapes and sizes and offer an exciting contrast to any shady location. The striking Athyriums from our friends at Terra Nova are stunning additions to our regular line up.

All produced within our own New Place Nurseries, our heavy 9cm liners finish fast for quick returns.
Comprehensive Plug Assortment

We have a comprehensive range of hardy and exotic fern plugs available in our annual basket and patio plants catalogue.

You can view this online at www.newey.com
Adiantum

The Northern Maiden Hair Fern. Featuring shiny black stalks bearing simple or more usually pinnately divided fronds.

Athyrium

filix-femina or Lady Fern forms a medium-sized clump of feathery green leaves, with a dense, mounding habit. niponicum or Japanese Painted Ferns are one of the most popular of hardy ferns selected for their attractive and colourful arching fronds. Deciduous.
Athyrium felix-femina Dre’s Dagger (VR)
Blechnum

The Deer Fern forms a wide, low clump of sterile fronds or leaves, with fertile fronds shooting straight up from the centre of the plant. Prefers moist, acidic and shady conditions but this fern will handle a fair bit of sun in cooler summers. Evergreen.

Cyrtomium

This is the hardiest type of Holly Fern. Medium-green leaves held on arching fronds from a well behaved clump. Evergreen.

Doodia

Known as the Rasp Fern. A stunning evergreen fern with fronds that are brilliant red when they emerge in spring, turning green as they mature. The red stems contrast beautifully with the foliage.

Dryopteris

affinis or Male Fern features a neat and tidy habit with attractive cristate, crisped fronds. erythrosora or Autumn Fern gets its name from the coppery-pink colour of the new fronds, which contrast beautifully with the more mature dark green ones. filix-mas Barnesi or Narrow Male Fern forms a clump of delicate, upright fronds which have a slightly ruffled appearance. Evergreen.
Matteuccia
The Ostrich Fern forms a large, upright clump of big green fronds. Cinnamon-brown fertile fronds push up from the centre of each clump in summer and these remain attractive all winter long. Deciduous.

Onoclea
Also known as the Sensitive Fern. A coarse textured, medium to large size deciduous perennial fern. Deeply dissected fronds arch from spreading clumps.

Osmunda
Royal Fern is one of the largest and most spectacular species for the garden. It forms an upright clump with tall, arching fronds of bright green divided leaves. Brownish spore-bearing pinnae are clustered at the end of each leafy frond in a short spike. Deciduous.

Phyllitis
The Hart’s Tongue Fern has an unusual, almost tropical appearance with wide leathery green fronds that are strap-shaped. Plants form a low clump, best suited to the rock garden or edging in a moist woodland garden. Evergreen.
Ferns

**Polystichum**

rigens or The Tassel Fern is a small easy to grow fern with arching mounds of leathery, sharp toothed, triangular fronds that mature to medium green. A completely non-spreading species. tsus-simense or Korean Rock Fern is a versatile, well behaved little evergreen species that forms a low mound of dark green fronds with stems and delicate dark veining through the leaflets. New leaves have a purplish cast. Evergreen.

**Woodwardia**

The Giant Chain Fern is an impressive evergreen fern with handsome dark green foliage. A great specimen plant with large imposing fronds. Evergreen.